This paper discusses methods of autonomous environment recognition and action by a robotic manipulator working with dynamic interaction to the environment, e.g., assembling. A method automatically recognizes the contacting situation with the work site from the sensor outputs and the robotic manipulator motion. The autonomous recognition then discriminates the constraint conditions at manipulator hand using the self-organizing map that is a kind of unsupervised learning of neural networks. The discrimination of the constraint conditions is successfully demonstrated by a numerical simulation of a Slink S C A M type manipulator. Another is for the cognitive action. Some approaches based on the reinforcement learning are proposed. They give models of cognitive actions and approaches to so-called frame problem obstructing efficient learning and action.
Introduction
Robots achieve limited tasks in only well-organized worksites. In order to extend robot applications, we must extend the task-accomplishment ability in various environments . Hence, cognitive actions are important by a robotic manipulator having dynamic interaction to the environment, e.g., assembling.
In peg-in-hole operation, for example, a man can ea.+ ily insert a peg in a hole after a trid-and-error procedure. The man must find out a contacting situation of the peg to the holes adaptively and act suitably. In the same way, a robot can automatically adapt various environments if it recognizes and acts when the work environments are different from the expected in advance.
There are many studies relating to snoring, e.g., reference [l] . But, most of them are not for autonomous recognition by robots. Because of the variation of the environments, the robotic autonomous recognition is very important. For the purpose, this paper proposes some methods for environment retognition.
This paper fistly proposes a method of automatic discrimination of contact situations from the sensor outputs and the robotic manipulator motion by using selforganization of a neural network. In addition, some a p proaches based on the reinforcement learning are proposed for the autonomous recognition and action. They are approaches to so-called frame problem obstructing efficient learning and action the Lagrange undetermined multipliers, @ t h e constraint equations. and y the task coordinates. Eq. (1) is in the case that friction forces do not act between the constraint surface and the endpoint of the manipulator. The friction forces can be regarded as the external forces affecting at the end-effector if necessary.
9.
The coefficient matrix of A in Eq.
(1) is where 3 denotes Jacobian matrix.
Lagrange undetermined multiplier Xi stands for the constraint force corresponding to 4; that has a force or a torque dimension expressed in the constraint coordinate (Fig. 2) . In case of the Slink S C A M manipulator moving in the zy-plane 
Problem Definition
The 3-link S C A M manipulator with a force torque sensor in the wrist is constrained on the smooth constraint surface by the peg (Fig. 1 This paper discusses a problem to discriminate the constraint conditions when the robot manipulator does 
Relations Between Sensor Information
In a real system, we cannot obtain the multipliers X but the force information C = [&,&,q.IT from the force/torque sensor, where E. and E, are the z and ydirections forces expressed in C H and qr is the torque in z-axis. In the following discussion, we derive a t r a n s formation from < to X in the case of Fig 1. The sup e M i p t s at the left shoulder H( ) and ( ) represent coordinate frames. The C H denotes the hand coordinate frame k e d at the wrist of the manipulator. The Cc is the constraint coordinate frame, whose origin is in the contact point, z-axis directs to the normal line of the constraint surface, and y-axis directs to the tangential line. Consider the case that neither the constraint equations nor the shape of the peg are given, and we discuss if " 6 can always he transformed to ( 
Hence
can be always transformed to 
Constraint State Calcification Outline
The proposed method is outlined in Fig. 4 . When the input torque is given to the manipulator represented by
Eq. (l), the sensor information ahout the joint angle and the wrist force is gotten during the motion of the manipulator. The sensor information is processed a p propriately and put into a self-organizing map[5, 61.
In the self-organizing map, input patterns are di6 criminated, and a weighting matrix W is made as d e scribed later. By using the obtained weighting matrix, the constraint states can he discriminated correctly.
The sensor information processing is necessary h e cause it is almost impossible to discriminate the constraint states correctly if the raw sensor information is inputted to the self-organizing map. Hence the p m cessed information, e.g., the quantized sensor signal in discretetime, is used in a later section.
Maximum detector using competing system
Firstly we introduce a maximum detector used in the self-organizing map. Dynamics of the basic competing s p t e m with feedback type lateral inhibition is represented as follows, which detects the maximum [7] : . By using sensor information of the periods, differences of the constraint states are learned. After that, the manipulator moves in the same way again, we demonstrate if the robot can discriminate the constraint states by numerical simulation. The sensor information is processed in the two ways mentioned later. Impulsive forces are not contained in the numerical simulation that might be generated at the constraint switching A method using quantized vector Thr sensor information p IS inputted intn the selforganizing map after the quantizing The outputs of the Elf-orgauirmg map are labeled 0 IO 3, which IS corrcspondrng to the label of the 6red unit Fig. 7 shows that the robot manipulator successfully classifies the c o~~t r a m t states. In this method using quantued vector, cousrraint force X LS expressed in the constrant coordmatc frame represented as fallows for each constraint:
The constraint states are also classified by using the vector d; if the above quantized vector method is applied.
The result is omitted because it is similar to the previous result. 
Formulation based on Reinforcement Learning
As shown in Fig. 10 , considered here is a task where the 3-link SCARA type manipulator places the component and presses it against the corner of walls in desired direction and force to assemble. This is simplified from the Peg-in-Hole task and no friction is contained for simplicity. Visual information is not used on the grounds that the robot uses only the forces a t hand and joint angles in the final assembling because vision mwurement error is not ignored.
As a solution for the reinforcement-learning problem, Q-learning[lZ] is employed Its formulation is base on a finite discrete space, where time, state, and action are discretized as well as general Q-learning. The s y s tem state is defined as follows. Convergence of learning is guaranteed only if the system's state space is constructed so as to determine its future state relating the task form current state and action. Hence it is reasonable to use the state variables of the equations of motion (1) of the robot manipulator with the geometric endpoint constraint as:
b, y,a,i.,U, k , fs, h, n. 1 
Change of Observation and State Space
One may wonder if all state variable in Eq. (29) are really needed. The learning has been converged using 12, Y , a , b, fwl (31) as state variables. One of the obtained optimal bebavior is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The optimal behavior is achieved from any initial state after the learning is converged. The state variables are reduced because some of the state variables in Eq. (29) are not necessary for the task achievement and the sampling time for learning is longer than the settled time of the control (30). The learning has been converged in 4 hours because the number of states has been reduced by 1/1000. An algorithm with a decision tree is used t o find the state variables in Eq. (31). It takes 5 hours for the convergence of learning including this state variables finding algorithm. This is an approach to find the minimum sufficient state space for the learning convergence as well as to eaw the frame problem. This is also a model of the change of observation because the notable information in state variables is becoming clear as one is learning. pendent on selectable skills. The action decision b s d on the subspace can be considered as the behavior organization followed by thd change of observation. Moreover, if the organized behavior with the subtasks of subspace transitions becomes a skill, one can consider the rule-based behavior changes to skill-based behavior. The change from the rule-based to the skill-bawd may change the observation. The ceprovision of observation and action can be modeled in the above. This is also an approach to ease the frame problem.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a method of environment recognition by a robotic manipulator working with dynamic interaction to the environment. It bas been demonstrated that the robotic manipulator has discriminated f, > L the constraint conditions by the autonomous learning of neural networks when sensor information has been suitably processed, even if constraint equations were un- 
Categorization and Learning with S u b spaces
One can categorize the states by differences of interaction between the manipulator and the environment. There are many states, e.g., the robot move freely without constraint force, it moves freely except z direction because of constraint force f., etc. Connecting relation among the subspace is illus trated in Fig. 12 . The lines between subspace shows existence of actions and the thickness indicates number of actions. The connecting relation enables to decide the action rule through a reinforcement-learning pmb. lem where each subspace is treated as a state. In the example in Fig. 10 , the manipulator moves from SSL to SSo. In order to achieve the determined action, the manipulator decides its action rule in each subspace through a reinforcement-learning problem whose sub. task is the tangent between subspaces. The number of states can be reduced again for learning in each subspace and the learning becomes more efficient. In this example, the number of states is reduced by 1/10 form that in E&. (31) . As a result, the learning has been converged in 30 minutes.
The categorization dependent on the selectable actions can be regarded as the change of observation d a known.
In addition, some approaches based on the reinforce ment learning have been propowd for the autonomous recognition based on the selectable actions. To find the minimum suffreient state space for the learning convergence has been modeled as the change of observation. The categorization of state and the learning with subspaces has suggested the cc-provision of observation and action. They have been the approaches to the frame problem obstructing e5cient learning and action.
